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California Officials Uniform

White Polo Shirt  (Cyan [Blue] and Grey are alternate options)

White Undershirt

Navy Slacks.  Preferably no Dockers, definitely no Jeans!

White Socks

White Shoes

Whistle and Lanyard (Fox 40 Preferred)



Officials Gear

Coin

Red and Yellow Cards (R1)

Linesman Flags

Net Height Chain

Ball Gauge, Ball Pump

Pens (for scorers)



Before the Season

Check your uniform

◦ Does it still fit?

◦ Does it need a wash before the season?

◦ Are your white shirts and lanyards actually white?

◦ Are your shoes still white, or are they worn out?

Don’t wait until the first match to find out.



Before the Season

Check your gear

◦ Clean whistles if needed

◦ Change batteries in electronic whistles

◦ Still have your coin, net chain, ball gauge, etc?

◦ Find those masks???

◦ That good one that the whistle fits under.

◦ Do you want to bring your own hand sanitizer?



Check / Update Arbiter Profile



Update Arbiter Blocks





Weekly Quizzes

Designed to get you thinking about volleyball

5 questions per week

16 day window for each quiz

Participation counts; scores will not be used in assignments.

They’re pretty easy, but read the question!











New Rules 2022-23



Hair

4-1-6: Allows hair adornments provided they are securely fastened 

and do not present a safety hazard while eliminating the length 

limitation of 2 inches for bobby pins, flat clips and flat barrettes.

Rationale: Creates inclusivity of hair styles while maintaining that 

the risk of injury to the athlete, teammates and opponents should 

not be compromised.



Shorts Waistband

4-2-1f: Eliminates the manufacturer logo/trademark/reference 

restrictions on the waistband ONLY of the uniform bottom.

Rationale: Allows for multiple and eliminates size restrictions of 

manufacturer logos/trademarks/references on the uniform 

waistband ONLY, minimizing issues related to illegal uniform 

bottoms.



No Horn for Wrong Server

5-6-3b, e; 5-7-3e: Eliminates the sounding of the audio device when 

an improper server or an illegal libero replacement is recognized by 

the official’s table and establishes that the official scorer shall notify 

the second referee during the first dead ball.

Rationale: Allows the match to continue without interruption until 

the second referee is notified and can verify the improper 

server/illegal replacement during the next dead ball.



Identify Captain on Lineup

7-1-2c (NEW): Requires the head coach to indicate the playing 

captain with a “C” next to the player’s number on the lineup.

Rationale: Aligns language in the Case Book and Officials Manual 

that requires playing captains to be indicated on the lineup.



Time Out

11-2-1: Allows requests for time-outs by the head coach or playing 

captain to be signaled or verbalized.

Rationale: Establishes that both verbal and non-verbal signals for a 

time-out are permitted.



Assistant

12-2-5a: Adds that assistant coaches may stand during a dead ball 

situation and ask the second referee to verify the number of 

substitutions used by their team.

Rationale: Clarifies that assistant coaches may ask the second 

referee, during a dead-ball situation, for the number of time-outs 

and/or the number of substitutions used by their team.



New Rules 2019-21



Official’s Shirts

College shirts (blue, grey, white w/ piping) are now approved.

BOTH officials must wear the same style/color shirt.

Default:  Plain white polo shirt, unless both agree before the 

match.



Protective Mask



Head Coverings



Roster Submission



Lineup Errors



Bench / Coach Yellow Card



Line Judge – During Serve



Illegal Serve



Exceptional Substitution



Uniform Compliance

These rules are for VARSITY uniforms.

Rule 4-2-1

We must make reasonable exceptions for sub-varsity levels who 

may have hand me down uniforms from previous years.

It does not excuse mix and match color (e.g. red and blue) shorts 

at the sub-varsity levels, nor manufacturer logos on waistband.



Uniform Compliance  - Tops

Tops shall be like colored (except libero)

Libero top must be clearly contrasting from other tops

Solid color requirement for Libero (and/) or players

Must reach waistband of uniform bottom when player is standing.

Sleeve lengths may differ between players.  (Case 4.2.1 Sit A)



Uniform Compliance - Tops 

Visible undergarments must be a single solid color that is similar 

in color to the predominant color of the uniform top.

Sports bras not subject to this rule

Sleeve lengths may differ between players.  

Compression sleeves, knee pads & socks do not have to match 

among teammates.



Uniform Compliance  - Tops

Free of hard and unyielding items (buttons, zippers, snaps, etc)

Uniform numbers: 

◦ Plain, Arabic numeral  0-99

◦ Body of the number or trim must be clearly contrasting to top.

◦ (23-24 season, body of the number must be contrasting, regardless of trim)

◦ At lest 4” tall on front, 6” tall on back



Uniform Compliance - Bottoms

Styles/length may be mixed – shorts, spandex, tights or pants

Color must be the same for all players, including libero.

Allow for color variations within a color. (e.g. different shades of 

black), but black and navy blue or light red and dark red are not 

acceptable differences.

If tights worn under shorts, color must be similar to shorts.



Uniform Compliance

Compression sleeves, knee pads, headbands, bandanas & socks 

do not have to match among teammates.

No jewelry (except religious or medical) on the court.  

• Begins at warmup.  Includes EarPods and ears “I just got pierced”

No tape over earrings. (Ask coach if tape is covering jewelry)



Illegal Uniforms

If a team cannot begin with six legal uniforms, a loss of rally/point 

shall be awarded at the beginning of the match.

In this case, if a coach wants to substitute in another player with 

an illegal uniform, another loss of rally/point will be awarded with 

the substitution.

Email / text Tom and me, should this happen.



Illegal Uniforms

If a player tries to enter the set with an illegal uniform, an 

unnecessary delay will be assessed.

If a player in a set is discovered to have an illegal uniform, an 

unnecessary delay shall be assessed. The player must be 

substituted for, or the team can use a time out to correct the 

uniform.



Removing Uniform

Removal of any part of the uniform, top or bottom, while in the 

playing area is unsporting conduct and shall be assessed to the 

coach.

Removing a shirt worn over the uniform is OK.





Before the Match



Contact Your Partner

Make sure you get a response!

What shirt are you wearing?  

Are you carpooling or meeting there?  What time?

Confirm what school you are going to.



Pregame with Partner

What do you expect from your partner?

Center line, net calls

Help with illegal contact, back row

Requesting cards

Approaching the stand

Issues at table



Identify Site Representative

They may be covering multiple sports.

Home team head coach assumes responsibility if site rep is not 

available.



Check Game Equipment

Check net height and antennas.  Padding on net tensioners.

Check stand – sturdy, padding, height

Check court lines.  Does sun affect view of Rs or LJs?

Secure and check game balls

Scoresheets and pens

LJ flags



Pregame with Crew

R1 – Meet the line judges

Expectations – signals, eye contact, help with antennas and 

pancakes, movement to get a better view.

R2 – Meet with table

Expectations – Lineup issues, verify starting lineup, wrong server, 

number of substitutions used, illegal substitution, improper 

replacement, wrong score



Pregame – Prepare Yourself

Watch the pre-match warmups.

Observe setting, hitting, passing and blocking if you can.

Look for jewelry, illegal uniforms.

Get in the right mind for the match –

Leave your other problems behind.  They’ll still be there for you after the match.



Coin Toss

Introduce yourself and partner

Ask coaches if all players are legally equipped.

◦ Ask coach if tape/band-aid on ear is covering jewelry.

Cover ground rules, playing areas, if we are switching sides

Visiting captain calls toss.  Winning side choses serve or receive.

Let the table know which team is serving first.



Lineup Errors – Preventative

Don’t let the coaches be late.

Go get the lineup if the time is nearing.



Lineup Errors – Preventative

When the lineup is submitted look for:

✓Duplicate numbers

✓Missing Libero

✓No captain designated

If discovered, have the coach correct it.



Lineup Errors – 7-1-4a

If a lineup lists a number that no team member is wearing:

Libero – Change the incorrect number to the legal number 

without penalty.

Other players – Legally substitute a player with a legal number.  

The team is charged with a substitution.



Lineup Errors – 7-1-4b

If a lineup is submitted with a player’s number duplicated in more than 

one starting position (including the libero):

Libero – Change the listed libero with the duplicate number 

to a different legal number without penalty.

Other players – Use a substitution to change the starting player 

to a different legal number.  



Lineup Errors

WHAT THE COACH SUBMITTED

L: 8

1:  12

2: 4

3: 22

4: 5

5: 3

6: 2

WHAT THE COACH REALLY WANTED

L: 8

1: 12

2: 4

3: 5 Coach listed the MB and 

4: 22 opposite in the wrong order

5: 3

6: 2



Lineup Errors

If the coach submits a lineup with the players listed in the wrong 

order, there’s not much we can do to fix it.  The listed players are 

locked into those spots.  The coach could substitute another player 

for either or both.

If this happens, be alert for rotation errors this set!!



Jewelry

Medic alert

Taped to the body, may be visible.

Religious

Under the uniform, taped to body.



Jewelry Discovered

Warm-up – Direct the player, via the coach, to remove jewelry 

before continuing warm-up. 

Attempting to enter – Unnecessary delay.  May not enter until in 

compliance.

Discovered in game - Unnecessary delay.  Immediately make legal, 

or replace player.  May use a timeout to make legal after delay.



Hair Devices

Headband, Bandana - no more than 3 inches wide

Bobby pins, flat clips and flat barrettes

Must be securely fastened and do not present a safety hazard



Pre-Match Warmups





Between Sets



R1

Signal end of set.

Direct teams to their bench (if staying on same side), or switch 

courts if we return to normal.  

If switching sides, ensure 6 players go counter clockwise outside 

the standards.  Nonplaying members may go directly to the new 

bench.



R2

Make sure 3:00 intermission is set/started.

Lineup sheets to coaches – if they haven’t already taken them.

Get lineups before 1:00 – preventative officiating!

Whistle with :30 remaining



Deciding Set

Players to their benches.

Clock DOES NOT START until after coin toss

R2 holds coin toss.

Home team calls toss.  Winner choses serve or receive (or side.) 

(Other captain gets remaining choice if switching) 

Let R1 know result of toss, R1 signals, start clock.





Unsporting 
Conduct
2019 CIF POINT OF EMPHASIS



Unsporting Conduct



Unsporting Conduct



Examples of Unsporting Conduct





Words of Wisdom



Dealing with Coaches

Ignore Comments,

Answer Questions,

Penalize Insanity.
- Gary Hamilton, Indiana, Official



Ball Handling

Just because it looks ugly does 

not mean it’s illegal.



Whistle

It is better to have a late whistle and 

know the call is right than to have a 

quick whistle and then try to process 

what happened.





Have a Great 
Season!


